
Thank you for purchasing from Monstercolors.
Should you wish to contact us for any reason

please do so by using the following appropriate
sales channel contact information.

Monstercolors 28 rogart street Glasgow Scotland G40 2AA

Monstercolors.com Amazon.co.uk Ebay.co.uk

E-Mail : info@monstercolors.com
Phone : +44 (0) 141 328 4034

Mobile : 07305434822

E-Mail : amazon@monstercolors.com
Phone : +44 (0) 141 328 4034

Mobile : 07305434822

E-Mail : ebay@monstercolors.com
Phone : +44 (0) 141 328 4034

Mobile : 07305434822

SPRAYING TIP'S & FAQ'S

PREPARATION
Surfaces need to be clean, dry and free of grease. Surfaces that are not to be painted need to be taped off with tape and paper and the
ideal working temperature lies between +15 and +20 c.  With all Monster paint, all surface areas can be rubbed with a scotch pad or
fine sand paper to create a very light abrasive surface - do not rub too vigorously!

SHAKE
Shake the can vigorously for about 2 minutes starting from the time the mixing balls can be heard in the can.
It is very important to ensure that the coloured pigment is well stirred and mixed in and this is the only way to obtain the correct paint
colour.

SPRAYING
If possible spray outdoors or in a ventilated room. Indoors, the surrounding area must be covered to protect from the fine misting of
spray paint. Good illumination is also important. When spraying, always hold the can vertically.  Check the colour tones by means of
spray tests. Never spray straight on to the object to be painted. Spray fi rst on to a test piece e.g. a newspaper or masking material. Be
sure to spray from the correct distance of 25-30 cm. Different objects call for different spray techniques. Press the actuator button
down fully. Move the can slowly and evenly back and forth, changing direction only after the spray has moved past the object.  Wait at
least 5-10 minutes between cross coats.  Ideally spray in warm conditions.

AFTER USE
Turn the can on its head and spray the valve empty. This avoids the spray head from becoming blocked.

FAQs

Q. Why is the spray nozzle removed from the can?
A. This is removed during transit to prevent the aerosol from spraying.  Gently insert nozzle with clockwise and anti-clockwise motion.

Q. Colour is slightly different from what is shown on website?
A. Whilst we try to be as accurate as possible, display settings can differ from pc to mobile device.  However, our paints are mixed to
Universal Ral and British Standard colours ensuring, no matter where purchased, the colour remains the same.

Q. I have a query with my purchase - what should I do?
A. Please contact the relative help desk direct as soon as possible (SEE TOP) - for website purchases, info@monstercolors.com for
amazon purchases, amazon@mostercolors.com for eBay purchases, ebay@monstercolors.com .

Q. The cap is broken on my aerosol?
A. Whilst we do our best to pack our items for delivery sometimes accidents can happen.  However, a broken cap does not affect the
aerosol performance in anyway whatsoever, the cap is more to prevent accidental spray whilst in transit.

Q. What area will my aerosol cover?
A. Our aerosols will cover on average 1-2 square metres but this can vary as the range is surface dependent as well as base/topcoat
colour dependent.  Lighter colours will not cover as well as darker shades and porous surfaces will absorb more paint than smooth flat
surfaces.

Q. My aerosol does not seem to be operating as I feel it should - what can I do?
A. Very little, if anything, can go wrong with an aerosol, usually preperation or application is the problem.  On saying that, on rare
occasions, an aerosol may not perform as it should due to a fault, such as a blocked spray nozzle - please clear nozzle by placing in
white spirit or paint thinner and test again.  Also check nozzle for cracks. If after doing this the problem persists - contact us.

Q. Is a primer required for Monster paint?
A. Primer can be used with Monster paint (NOT WITH PVC PAINT).  However, there is no real need for a primer as the paint is self-
priming but you may achieve a more professional finish if our primer is used.

See overleaf for some amazing monster products...
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PVC SATIN ARMY MASONRY

PREP CLEAN AUTO LACQUER MARINE

Visit Monstercolors.com for lower prices than ebay and amazon... Earn points
towards future orders....Massive bulk buy savings...Wider range of

products...Sale items...Downloads and more!!!

Visit Monstercolors.com for lower prices than ebay and
amazon... Earn points towards future orders....Massive

bulk buy savings...Wider range of products...Sale
items...Downloads and More!!!
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